
Family Matters For Adult Students

Don’t expect your 
partner to “read your 
mind.” Be clear about 
what you need in 
order to balance your 
roles as student and 
partner.

More Time with Family: Caring for Your Couple Relationship

“My partner doesn’t understand that I need quiet time alone to study and do homework.”  
   – Adult Student
“Since my partner started school, it seems like we haven’t even had time to sit down and talk to one 
another.” – Partner of Adult Student

Many adult students feel overwhelmed at times. And with all the classes to attend, papers to write, and 
research to conduct, spending time with a spouse or partner can be pushed to the bottom, under 
an increasing stack of books, assignments, and other responsibilities. It can be hard to find a balance 
between relationships and school, and this challenge can be a source of conflict between the student 
and his or her partner.

How can you take care of your couple relationship while attending school? Three factors are critical: 
communicating effectively, sharing time, and being flexible.

First-rate Communication
 • Don’t expect your partner to “read your mind.” Be clear about what you need in order to balance   
  your roles as student and partner.

 • Be a good listener. Give your partner your full attention. Use eye contact and 
  facial expressions to let your partner know you are hearing what he or she  
  is saying. 
 • Ask questions to clarify what you heard. Try, “I think I heard you say…” 
 • Respect your partner’s point of view, even if you disagree. All couples disagree   
  sometimes…it’s how you handle those disagreements that is key. 
 • Slow down conversations. Don’t be in a hurry to make your point. It takes time   
  and patience to understand your partner and to explore another viewpoint. 
 • Use physical touch. Try holding hands while you talk; doing so can help you stay   
  connected and keep the conversation calm. 
 • Try to find the humor in situations and laugh together. 
 • Find different places to have conversations. Talk while you take a walk, while you  
  relax on a park bench, or over a cup of coffee. 
• Actions often speak louder than words. Simple gestures of affection such as  

  a wink or secret signal show your partner you care. Other actions might include making or  
  bringing home a favorite meal, tucking a note somewhere, or surprising your partner with a movie   
  to watch together.
 • If discussions get heated, take a timeout. Remember that it is important to reconnect with your   
  partner no longer than 24 hours later to continue the discussion.

Time Together
 • Be together even when you are doing separate tasks. For example, when you’re reading or writing,  
  suggest that your partner be nearby, reading, watching TV (using ear buds), or doing any activity   
  that makes it easy for you two to be together yet focused on separate tasks.
 • Learn to say “no” to outside requests for time away from your partner while you’re a student. Ask   
  yourself, “Is this request more important than time with my partner?” 
 • Use technology to keep in touch. Send a quick e-mail or text message while doing research. Share   
  a phone call between classes. Leave a fun voice mail or download a love song to your partner’s   
  digital music player.

This material is one of a series of fact sheets on family concerns for adult students.  
For more information on becoming a student in the University of Wisconsin System and other  
assistance, go to: UWin.wisconsin.edu. For information and resources on family wellbeing visit the  
UW-Extension Family Living Program website at www.uwex.edu/ces/flp
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Time Together (cont.)
 • Do chores and everyday tasks together. Cook meals, fold clothes or rake the lawn together. Even short windows of   
  time together can be meaningful and appreciated. 
 • Set time aside for each other that is unencumbered by household responsibilities or studies. Respect this scheduled  
  time just as you would an appointment with your boss or advisor. 
 • As a student, your courses and experience may lead to new friends and interests. This can be intimidating to  
  partners who may feel left out or fear becoming more distant. Let your partner know that you want to share some of  
  these exciting changes; allow your partner to be part of the new facets of your life that he or she is interested in.
 • Display a picture that symbolizes your future time together after graduation. Remind yourself and your partner that   
  your role as a student is a temporary one.
 
Be Flexible
 • Choose a healthy pace. To maintain a balance between school and your relationship, you may want to adjust your  
  academic plan. Does it make sense to adjust class schedules or alter your completion date? An unrealistic pace   
  can lead to school burn-out and damaged relationships. 
 • Balance daily chores and household responsibilities with school demands. Involve your partner in dividing tasks  
  between the two of you. Plan ahead for times when extra flexibility will be needed, like during exams or when  
  projects are due.  

Five Great Dates on a Time Budget
 • Head outside to star gaze. Find your favorite constellation. 
 • Build a fire in your fireplace or outside fire pit. Roast marshmallows or make s’mores. Tell stories or flip through old   
  photo albums. 
 • Get out your bikes or walking shoes, or borrow a canoe; explore waterways or trails near your home. Pack a snack   
  and cold drinks and stop to relax along the way. 
 • Dust off the cribbage board or chess set and challenge your sweetie to a game. Try a new card game or  
  experiment with an interactive computer game.
 • Take a virtual vacation courtesy of your computer. Explore exotic beaches or romantic mountain peaks. Sip on a   
  homemade smoothie or tropical drink (with umbrella) while you imagine your next vacation together. Use Webcam  
  to get a  closer look.

The quality of your couple relationship can be strengthened by communicating effectively, sharing time, and being  
flexible. Share this fact sheet with your partner and make a commitment to support one another.


